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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a commutative Hopf Algebra defined over an arbitrary field k. 
Let p be the characteristic exponent of k. As usual, C is given by maps A, e 
(comultiplication and counit), ,u, u (multiplication and unit), and u 
(antipode), subject to the usual compatibility conditions. In particular, 1 
will be the unit of C. We will follow the notations of [S]. 
We will denote by %M(C) the abelian category of all C-comodules. See 
[2] for the basic properties of this category. If h4 is an object of %JZ(C), 
x,~: M + MQ C will denote its structure map. The k-tensor product of two 
C-comodules M and N, has a natural structure of C-comodule (see [2]) 
that will be denoted by xlcl q xN, and is given by the formula 
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where s stands for the map that switches the order of the tensor factors. 
Using the commutativity of C, one sees that this induces a C-comodule 
structure on the k-symmetric product of n copies of the C-comodule M 
(that will be denoted by S”(M)). 
Other standard constructions can also be performed in the category 
%J&‘( C). In particular if M and N are C-comodules, with M of finite dimen- 
sion over k, Hom,(M, N) as well as M* = Hom,(M, k) can be endowed 
with a natural C-comodule structure. In the second case we view the base 
field k as a C-comodule via the trivial structure. 
If M is a C-comodule we call MC the subcomodule of M defined as 
MC= {mEM:~*f(m)=m@l1}. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A commutative Hopf Algebra C is called geometrically 
reductive if for every A4 E Vk’( C) and for every non-zero map 1: A4 + k E 
Q?&‘(C) there exists an r >O and an element r E S’(M)= such that 
s’(l)(4) z 0. 
Here L?(L): S’(M) -+ k, stands for the map induced by A in the symmetric 
power. 
Observations. 1. By the local finiteness of the C-comodules, it is 
enough to assume in the definition above that the conclusion is valid for 
all finite dimensional C-comodules. 
2. Suppose C is the Hopf Algebra of all functions from a finite group 
G with values in the base field k. Then, C is geometrically reductive. Given 
M and 1: M-+ k as in Definition 1.1, if we choose m E M such that 
l(m) #O the element ngEG g . nz E S’“‘(M) verifies the conditions of 
Definition 1.1. 
3. Fix i, 1 i i< r - 1, and call I= { 1, . . . . r>. Given an object 
ME V&‘(C) and a morphism 2: M -+ k E qk( C), we define a C-comodule 
map I:‘: S’(M) + S’-‘(M) by the formula 
p(nZ 1) . ..) m,) = C ( n 4mj)) ml\,.f, 
Jcl, IJl=i jcJ 
where m, , . . . . m,e M. The dot represents the product in the symmetric 
algebra and given m, , . . . . m, and Kc1, we indicate as m,ESI”I(M) the 
element obtained as the product of the mk, ke K. Also for a finite set A, JAI 
represents the number of elements of A. Note that if r(L): S’(M) + k 
represents the map induced by A in the rth component of the symmetric 
algebra, the following formula is true for all i as above: 
s’-‘(I)oqL r F(A). 0 i 
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4. If the base field k has zero characteristic, all the combinatorial 
coefficients that appear in the equation above are non-zero, and we 
conclude that if C is geometrically reductive then for every M and ;i as 
above, there exists an element PZ E MC such that 1(m) = 1. 
5. If the base field k has characteristic p, take r0 to be the minimum 
of ail Y that verify Definition 1.1, and call 5 E s”(M)’ the corresponding 
element hat is sent to a non-zero value by the symmetric power of the map 
J.. Call ti= nti)(<). Then, unless the combinatorial coefficient (7) is zero, ci 
is an element of a smaller symmetric power that is sent to a non-zero value 
by the corresponding symmetric power of A. This, because of the 
minimality of r0 implies that (7) = 0 for 1 < i < r0 - 1. Then r0 = p” for a 
certain 17. 
We summarize the Observations 4 and 5 in the definition and theorem 
that follows. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra 
defined over a field k. Given an object ME V&‘(C) and a surjective 
marphism 1: M --f k, we define the number r(M, A) and call it the exponent 
of reductivity (or simply the exponent) of M and 1 as e(M, A)= 
min(r: 35 E S’(M)C, Y(d)(r) = 11. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra defined 
over a field k and let M and A be as above. If the characteristic of k is zero 
then e(M, 1) = 1. If the characteristic of k is p # 0, then e(M, 2) = p” for 
some n k 0. 
An elementary arithmetic manipulation involving the combinatorial 
coefftcients modulo p allows us to prove that if r is any number as in 
Definition 1.1, then e(M, 1) divides r. 
2. TRANSITIVITY RESULTS 
We start by deriving some of the implications that the hypothesis of 
geometric reductivity has on the structure of C-comodules. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C be a commutative Hopf Algebra defined over afield 
of characteristic p. Suppose that N c M are objects in Q?&(C) with N of 
codimension 1 in M. Then, there exists a natural number n and a sub-C- 
comodule T of SP”(M) such that Sp”(M)= N.Sj”“‘(M)@? T. 
Proof. Take mEM\,N. The quotient M/N is a C-comodule of 
dimension 1. Thus, there exists a group-like element YE C such that 
XMlhr(rn + N) = (m + N) @ JJ. Call M,, the C-comodule whose base k-space is 
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M and whose structure is given by x1 = (id@p,-I) x~. Here ~~-1 denotes 
the multiplication map by 1j-l in C. The map 2: M, -+ k, defined as 
L(N) = 0 and A(rtz) = 1, is a C-comodule map. The definitions of Section 1 
guarantee the existence of p” and t E (SP”(My))C such that SY”(l)(t) = 1. As 
Ker(S@(J.)) = N. SP”-i(M), t does not belong to N. Sp”- ‘(M). If we call T 
the l-dimensional subspace generated by t, as t is C-fixed in SP(M,) it 
follows that T is a sub-C-comodule of P”(M). Then P”(M)= 
N+“-‘(M)@ T. Q.E.D. 
Observations. 1. In the case in which for every M and 1 as before 
e(M, A) = 1 (this always happens if char k = 0 and C is geometrically reduc- 
tive), we conclude that every subcomodule of codimension 1 of a given 
comodule splits. From there it follows that all C-comodules are semisimple. 
To see this take Nc M a C-submodule of arbitrary codimension and 
consider R the restriction map from Hom(M, N) + Hom(N, N). Denote as 
id,,, E Hom(N, N) the identity morphism. One proves (by considering idN as 
an element of N* ON and writing it as x e* Be, where ei is an arbitrary 
basis of N and e,+ its dual basis) that idN is fixed by the action of C. Call 
X the inverse image by R of the subcomodule kid,,, of Hom(N, N). The 
restriction of R to X has kernel K of codimension 1. Thus X= K@ kid,. 
Hence there exists an element in Xc that is sent to idN by the restriction 
map. Thus, N has a C-complement in M. 
In this case [8, pp. 1061071 one can prove that C is the direct sum 
of simple subcoalgebras (i.e., subcoalgebras with no non-zero proper 
subcoalgebras). 
2. In the case in which C is the algebra of polynomial functions on 
an afhne algebraic group G, we just proved that P(G) is geometrically 
reductive if and only if G is geometrically reductive. See [6] for the defmi- 
tion of geometrically reductive group. The definition of the exponent in this 
case, as well as the study of some of its properties, appears in [l]. It is 
known. (see [4, 51) that the condition of geometric reductivity is equivalent 
to the group G being reductive (in the sense that the unipotent radical is 
trivial). 
In the rest of this section we study the geometric reductivity of sub-Hopf 
algebras and surjective images of geometrically reductive Hopf algebras. 
Suppose that C is a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra and that B is 
a sub-Hopf Algebra of C. The definition of geometric reductivity implies 
immediately that B is geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra. Moreover if 
ME Q?&‘(B) and I: M-t k is a surjective map in %&c’(B) it follows that 
e,(M, A) divides e,(M, A). 
The geometric reductivity of homomorphic images of Hopf algebras is 
more delicate. 
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In [2], given a pair of coalgebras C and D, defmed over a field, and a 
surjective coalgebra map rc: C -+ D, a functor rc*: %&l(D) + %‘~fl(C) was 
constructed and shown to be the adjoint of the “restriction of scalars.” If 
I’ is a D-comodule with structure x and @,: I/@ C -+ I’@ D 0 C is the 
map (~0 id) - id@ (rc @ id)A, we define n*(V) = Ker DP,. It is immediate 
that rc*( V) is a subcomodule of V@ C with respect to the C-comodule 
structure idO A. In [2, Lemma 4.81 it is proved that if C and D are Hopf 
Algebras with involutory antipodes and rc is a bialgebra map, the functor 
IC* is naturally isomorphic to the functor that associates to a D-comodule 
V a C-module based on the vector space (rc,(C) q V)” with structure 
given by the C-comodule structure on the first tensor factor. Here, K,(C) 
stands for the D-comodule whose base space is C and whose structure is 
(id@ n)A (we will use the same notation for an arbitrary C-comodule M 
and call n,(M) the corresponding D-comodule obtained by “restriction of 
scalars”). 
The functor rc* is called the induction functor. In [2, Corollary 4.91 it is 
proved that the induction functor is exact if and only if z,(C) is an 
injective D-comodule. 
We will need the following construction. For any D-comodule V the map 
E,: rc*(Y) -+ V defined as E,(C ui@ci)=C o,e(c,), is a morphism of 
D-comodules. These maps are natural with respect to morphisms of 
D-comodules (see [2]). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C and D be commutatitle Hopf Algebras and let 
rt: C -+ D be a surjective bialgebra map. Suppose that C is geometrical11 
reductive and that the induction functor n* is exact. Then D is geometrically 
reductive. 
Proof. Consider ME:%J~(D) and A: M-+ k a surjective morphism in 
%&Z(D). -4s the induction functor is exact the C-comodule map 
n*(l): x*(M) + n*(k) is also surjective. It follows immediately from the 
definitions that x*(k) = CD and the corresponding E, = E. As n*(J) is sur- 
jective, there is an element ten*(M) such that z*(n)(t) = 1. Call N the 
C-subcomodule of n*(M) generated by t, and let /1 be the restriction of 
n*(A) to N. The hypothesis of geometric reductivity for C applied to the 
map n implies that there exists an element g E s’(N)c such that s’(n)(t) = 1. 
Since E is a D-comoduie map, we conclude that the element r = S’(E)(<) 
lies in S’(M)D. It follows immediately from the definition of 5 that 
s(n)(z) = 1. Q.E.D. 
In the case in which the map n: C + D is a surjective normal Hopf 
Algebra map and C as well as D are commutative Hopf Algebras, it is 
known that rc*(C) is an injective D-comodule and consequently that the 
functor rc* is exact. See [2, Def. 3.111 for the definition of the concept of 
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normal Hopf Algebra map and [2, Theorem 4.131 for a proof of men- 
tioned injectivity. In that case, see [2], ~c.JC)~ (that in the rest of the 
paper will be written as C”) is a sub-Hopf Algebra of C. The relationship 
between the geometric reductivity of the three Hopf algebras C, D, and CD 
is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let C and D ne commutative Hopf Algebras over a $eld 
k. Suppose that there is a surjective normal bialgebra map IK C -+ D. Then C 
is geometrically reductive if and only if so are D and CD. 
Proof. Parts of this theorem have already been proved. To prove the 
rest, we show that if CD and D are geometrically reductive, so is C. Let 
2: M-t k be a surjective map of C-comodules. Considering it as a map of 
D-comodules, one proves that there exists an exponent such that the map 
S(n): S’(M)D + k is surjective. This map is evidently a morphism of CD 
comodules. There exists an exponent s and an element in (S”(S’(M)D))CD c 
,,,(M)c that is sent to a non-zero element by the corresponding symmetric 
power of 1. Q.E.D. 
3. FINITE DIMENSIONAL HOPF ALGEBRAS 
In the case in which the Hopf algebras are of finite dimension, additional 
information can be obtained about the exponents of the C-comodules. 
Until the end of the section we assume that C is a finite dimensional 
Hopf Algebra. We call C* its dual, and e: C* -+ k the C-comodule map 
given by the evaluation at 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that ME %‘4?(C) and that ,I: M + k is a non-zero 
C-comodule map. Then there exists a morphism of C-comodules rJn : C* -+ M 
such that: Q, = e. 
ProoJ Choose m EM such that A(m) = 1 and define dl(o) = 
(id@a) x(m), for c E C*. Here x denotes the map x: M+ M@ C that 
gives the comodule structure on M. Then (Ad,)(o) =A(id@o) x(m)= 
(id@a)(A@id) x(m)= (id@a)(l@ l)=e(a). 
To show that the map bA defined above is a morphism of C-comodules, 
one verifies that for every p E C* and every c E C*, q5l(pa) = pdl(a) (we are 
considering C* and A4 as C*-modules in the usual fashion). Q.E.D. 
Note that a variation of Theorem 3.1 remains valid even if the Hopf 
Algebra C is not finite dimensional. One has to replace C* with its 
maximal rational submodule. The proof goes along the same lines. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. An r-integral for the commutative Hopf Algebra C is 
an element JE sT(C*)‘. 
In the case in which Y = 1 a l-integral will be called an integral, and this 
concept coincides with the one defined in [S, Chap. V]. 
Theorem 3.1 gives the following consequence. 
THEOREM 3.2. The commutative Hopf Algebra C is geometrically 
reductive if and only if there exists an r-integral I such that S(e)(K) = 1. 
If C is geometrically reductive and of finite dimension the number 
e(C*, e) will be called the exponent of C and denoted as e(C). Recall that 
e(C) is a power of p (Theorem 1.1). It follows also from Theorem 3.1 that 
e(C) is a multiple of all the numbers e(M, A) for A4 and Jb as in 
Definition 1.1. 
Observations. 1. Let C and D be commutative Hopf Algebras and 
K: C --, D a surjective bialgebra map. Suppose that C is geometrically 
reductive of exponent e(C) and that the induction functor ‘II* is exact. 
Then, D is geometrically reductive of exponent a divisor of e(C). 
2. Let C and D be commutative Hopf Algebras and z: C -+ D a nor- 
mal surjective bialgebra map. C is geometrically reductive if and only if so 
are D and CD. Moreover in that case lcm(e(D), e(C”) j divides e(C) that 
divides e(D) e( C”). 
The proofs of the observations follow essentially the same patterns as the 
ones in Section 2. The information about the exponent in 1 will follow 
from the next considerations. From the injectivity of x*(C) as a 
D-comodule, we conclude that there exists a D-comodule map rx: D -+ n,(C) 
that sends 1 into 1. The map a induces a map o(*: z*(C)* -+ D* that is a 
morphism of D-comodules and that verifies e,,a* = ec*. If I is an 
e-integral for C that is sent to 1 by the corresponding symmetric power of 
the evaluation map, then J= Se(a*)(I) is an e-integral for D that is also 
sent to 1 by the appropriate symmetric power of the evaluation map. 
4. FINITE GENERATION OF INVARIANTS 
In this section we prove that a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra 
acting on a finitely generated algebra, has finitely generated invariants. 
The proof here will be an adaptation to our situation of the proof 
presented in [S]. We present it here for the sake of completeness although 
the adaptation is more or less straightforward. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let C be a commutative Hopf Algebra defined over a 
field k and R a commutative k-algebra that is also a C-comodule. We say 
that R is a C-comodule algebra provided that the structure map xR: R + 
R@ C is a k-algebra map when we endow R and R Q C with the natural 
k-algebra structures. An ideal of R is called a C-ideal if it is a 
C-subcomodule of R. 
If R and S are C-comodule algebras as above, a map 4: R -+ S that is 
both a morphism of algebras and of C-comodules, is called a morphism of 
C-comodule algebras. 
In this section we will assume that all the k-algebras considered are 
commutative. 
THEOREM 4.1. If C is geometrically reductive, given a pair of C-comodule 
algebras R and S and a subjective morphism of C-comodule algebras 
4: R + S, for every s E SC there exists an r E RC and an integer n such that 
d(r) = s*“. 
Proof Given s as above, choose t E R such that d(t) = s. Call T the 
sub-C-comodule of R generated by t. It is easy to see that 4(T) = ks. There 
exists then a map 1: T-, k such that +(I) = n(Z)s for every I E T. Clearly 1 
is a C-comodule map. There exists then an element CI E Sp”( T)= such that 
S*‘(A)(a) = 1. Now if we call r the element obtained by applying the multi- 
plication map of R to the element CI, it follows that r verities the required 
conditions. Q.E.D. 
It is not hard to prove that if the thesis of the above theorem is assumed 
as valid for every, R, S, and 4 as above, then C is geometrically reductive. 
The following (elementary) observation will be used repeatedly in this 
section. Suppose that C is a geometrically reductive Hopf algebra, R is a 
C-comodule algebra, and J is a C-ideal such that (R/J)c is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. Then (R/J)c is a finitely generated RC/Jn Rc-module 
and RC/Jn RC is a finitely generated k-algebra. The proof of the first asser- 
tion follows from the fact that the very hypothesis of geometric reductivity 
implies that (R/J)c is integral over R”/Jn RC. The second assertion is a 
direct application of Artin-Tate’s Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra and S a 
C-comodule algebra such that: (1) For every non-zero C-ideal I of S, (S/I)c 
is a finitely generated k-algebra, (2) There are nom-zero zero divisors of S 
in SC. 
Then SC is a finitely generated k-algebra. 
Proof Let 0 #s E SC be a zero divisor of S. Consider the non-zero 
C-ideals of 3 I= {t E S : ts = 0} and sS. As we just observed we have that 
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SC/.6 n SC and SC/In SC are finitely generated over k and that (S/I)” is 
finitely generated as a SC/In SC-module. We can then find a finitely 
generated k-subalgebra of SC, that we call 7’, such that the canonical maps 
from T to both quotients, Sc/sSn SC and SC/In SC, are surjective. Call 
cl, . . . . c, E S a finite set of elements whose cosets modulo I generate (S/I)c 
over SC/In SC. It is easy to check that SC, E S”. Now, observe that SC = 
TCsc,, . . . . scr]. In fact, if a E SC there exists b E T such that a-b = SC for 
some c E S. Hence c + I is C-invariant. Thus, we can find t,, . ..? t, E T such 
that c-c tici~ I. Thus, a = b + C sf,c,~ T[sc,, . . . . SC,], As T is finitely 
generated as a k-algebra this concludes the proof. QED. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra and R a 
C-comodule algebra such that RC and R are finitely generated as k-algebras. 
Then for every non-zero C-ideal I of R, (RII)C is finitely generated as a 
k-algebra. 
ProoJ: We deal first with the case in which there are no (non-zero) zero 
divisors of R/I in (R/I)=. Call D the set of these divisors and T= R/I. Then 
we are assuming that D n TC = 0. Call L the field of fractions of TC. We 
prove first that L is a finitely generated field extendion of k. Call ,K the 
multiplicative set of all non-zero elements of TC and TA the ring of 
fractions of T with respect to JZ. The composition of the injection of TC 
into T with the canonical map from T into Tatf is still an injection. Thus, 
one can extend this injection to a map from L to TON. If we take an 
arbitrary maximal ideal 9 in T-& it is clear that L can be considered as 
being a subfield of T-,/Y. As this last field is finitely generated over k 
(because T is) we conclude that L is a finitely generated field extension 
of k. The geometric reductivity of C implies that (R/I)c is an integral 
extension of Rc/In RC. If we call M the field of fractions of RC/In RC, we 
have that L is an extension of M that is finitely generated and algebraic. 
Then it is finite. The ring RCfIn RC is finitely generated over k and conse- 
quently Noetherian. As T c is integral over Rc/In RC it follows from 
standard results on extensions of rings in finite field extensions that TC is 
a finitely generated RC/In Rc-module. Thus, Tc= (RII)c is finitely 
generated over k. 
For the general case we let Y be the family of all C-ideals of R that 
violate our desired conclusion. We want to prove that $ = 0. If not, as R 
is Noetherian, there is a maximal element & in 9. If we let S = R/I,, the 
algebra S has the property that for every non-zero C-ideal J of S, (S/J)c 
is finitely generated over k. Let D c S be the set of all (non-zero) zero 
divisors of S. If D n SC = 0 the first part of the proof guarantees that S’ 
is finitely generated over k. If D n SC # 125, Lemma 4.1 guarantees the same 
conclusion. In both cases we get a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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The next step of the proof consists in reducing the problem to the case 
of a graded C-comodule algebra. 
Suppose that R is a graded k-algebra. Denote by R,, n E Zf, the set of 
elements of degree n in R. If R is a C-comodule algebra in such a way that 
R, is a C-subcomodule of R for every n, we say that R is a graded 
C-comodule algebra. We assume that all graded C comodule algebras R 
are such that RO = k. 
The following fact can be easily proved by induction on the degree of the 
elements. See for example [3, pp. 68-691. If S is a graded algebra such 
that: (a) S,=k and (b) S, = Onal S, is a finitely generated ideal of S, 
then S is a finitely generated k-algebra. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra. Let S be 
a graded C-comodule algebra that is finitely generated over k. Suppose also 
that S, = k. Then SC is finitely generated over k. 
Proof In a very similar way as before, by considering a maximal ele- 
ment of JJ = {I: I is a homogeneous C-ideal of S and (S/l)c is not finitely 
generated as a k-algebra), we may assume that our original algebra S has 
the following additional properties: (a) SC is not finitely generated over k, 
(b) For every homogeneous non-zero C-ideal I of S, (S/l)c is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. 
Using Lemma 4.1., one proves that if there is a non-zero zero divisor of 
S in SC (that can be supposed to be homogeneous) then SC is tintely 
generated as a k-algebra. This contradicts (a). Suppose that there are no 
non-zero zero divisors of S in SC. Choose a non-zero element s E S,C where 
n >O (assuming, as we may, that SC# k). Then sS is a proper 
homogeneous C-ideal of S. Condition (b) implies that (S/sS)’ and 
Sc/(sS) n SC are finitely generated over k. As s is not a zero divisor of S, 
an elementary computation shows that (sS) n SC = sSc. Now, sSc c SC,. 
Then (as Sc/sSc is Noetherian) Ss/sSc is a finitely generated ideal of 
Sc/sSc. Then it follows that S$ is a finitely generated ideal of SC. As we 
observed before, this implies that SC is a finitely generated k-algebra. This 
again contradicts (a). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C be a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra defined 
over a jeld k. Let R be a k-finitely generated C-comodule algebra. Then RC 
is a finitely generated k-algebra. 
Proof Let V be a finite dimensional subcomodule of R that contains 
a family of generators of R. Call S the symmetric algebra built on V. It 
has a natural structure of graded C-comodule algebra. The inclusion of V 
into R extends to a surjective homomorphism of C-comodule algebras 
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from S to R. Theorem 4.2 guarantees that SC is finitely generated over k. 
Lemma 4.2 guarantees that RC is finitely generated over k. Q.E.D. 
5. RESTRICTED LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we consider the case of the dual of the restricted universal 
enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie Algebra over a field of non-zero 
characteristic. See [7] for the basic definitions and notations on restricted 
Lie Algebras.’ 
Suppose that D is a finite limensional Hopf Algebra over a field k. Given 
a fixed k-space W, the D-comodule structures on W are in bijective corre- 
spondence with its D*-module structures as follows: to any x %.: W -+ W@ D 
we associate nz w: D*@ W-, W in such a way that for every j”~ D* the 
endomorphism of W corresponding to f is (id,@ f) x IV. 
In particular if D = C” for some finite dimensional Hopf Algebra C, we 
obtain a bijective correspondence between the C*-comodule structures and 
the C-module structures on a fixed vector space. In particular it is clear 
that if V is a C*-comodule Vc* = {u E V : ct’ = ELM Vc E Cl. We will need 
to make the above construction explicit in the case in which C* is com- 
mutative, whence C is co-commutative, and W = Sr( Vj for some C-module 
V. Let us denote as A’: C-+ 0’ C the map given by A’= (id@ 
id@ ... @A)(id@ ... @A)...(id@A)A where in the composition there 
are Y - 1 factors. Consider the map r’: 0’ CO Sr( V) -+ Sr( V) given by the 
composition of the appropriate switching maps with the action of C on I;/. 
Using the notations of the last paragraph one can easily check that 
m,, V) : C @ S’( I’) + Sr( V) is given by m,( yJ = T’(A’@ id,, &,)). Provided 
there is no danger of confusion we will denote m,,(.)(c@ 5) by cc. In par- 
ticular the elements of (F(V))“* are those elements c E Sr( V) such that for 
every c E C, we have that ct = Ed. 
In particular an r-integral for C* is an element of IE Y(C) such that for 
every c E C, c1= a(c In accordance with the results of Section 3, the Hopf 
Algebra C* is geometrically reductive if and only if there exists an element 
I as above that also verities that S’(e)(I) = 1. 
The theorem that follows has a very elementary proof. 
THEOREM 5.1. If C is a finite dimensional commutative Hopf Algebra 
defined over a field of positive characteristic p and C* is generated (as 
an algebra) bJ> primitive elements, then C is geometrically reductioe qf 
exponent p. 
‘The second author thanks Professor G. Hochschild for the suggestion to apply the 
preceding results to the “test case” of a restricted Lie Algebra. 
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Prooj Call E E C* the counit of C. Consider the element < = 
.sp E Sp(C*). Take an arbitrary primitive element z E C*. Clearly rt = 
T&.&...&+ ... +&-& . ..re=~(~~.&...e)=O=~(l)r. We are denoting by a 
dot the product in the symmetric algebra and by juxtaposition the action 
of C* in the symmetric algebra built on C*. Note that this action coincides 
at the one-component of the symmetric algebra with the product in C* 
induced by the coproduct in C. Also, as z is a primitive element of C*, its 
evaluation at 1 is zero. As the elements T as above, generate C* as an 
algebra we conclude that the equality z< = r(l) i: is valid for every ‘5 E C*. 
Thus the action of C* on 5 is trivial, i.e., 5 is in the C trivial part Sp(C*)=. 
As ,Sp(e)(c) = E( l)p = 1, the proof is finished. Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that that 8 is a restricted finite dimensional Lie Algebra 
defined over a field k of characteristic p, and call u(Y) the restricted 
universal envelopping algebra of 9. It is well known that u(Y) is a finite 
dimensional Hopf Algebra with respect to the usual multiplication and 
comultiplication. Its dual Hopf Algebra will be denoted as u*(U). 
As the algebra u(L) is generated by primitive elements the next theorem 
follows immediately. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let dR be a finite dimensional restricted Lie Algebra. Then 
u*(Y) is a geometrically reductive Hopf Algebra of exponent p. 
The following corollary on finite generation of invariants follows from 
the results of Section 4. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 9’ be a finite dimensional restricted Lie Algebra 
defined over a field of characteristic p. Let A be a commutative k-algebra 
that is at the same time a restricted Y-module with 9 acting by algebra 
derivations on A. Suppose moreover that A is finitely generated over k. Then 
the algebra of invariants A9 = {a E A : c . a = 0 Vc E 9’ > is finitely generated. 
ProoJ Any algebra A as in the hypothesis of the theorem is a 
u*(P)-comodule algebra as defined in Section 4. The subalgebra of 
invariants A9 is the same that A U*(lp) The result follows immediately from . 
Theorems 5.2 and 4.3. Q.E.D. 
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